Office of Research Staff Featured in National Magazine


Josh Roney, associate director of Research Development and Tamara Gabrus, program director II with the Faculty Cluster Initiative & Pre-Award Shared Services, co-authored the article “Project Management and Supporting Large Proposals with Complex Teams” where they shared their experience and expertise.

Ashley Guritza, director of the Office of International Collaboration and Export Control, wrote “The Changing Landscape of Export Control Regulations and the Intersection with Undue Foreign Influence” a timely piece about what many institutions are facing and what UCF is doing.

NCURA publishes the magazine only six times a year. NCURA is a professional organization that advances the field of research administration through education and professional development programs, the sharing of knowledge and experience, and by fostering a professional, collegial, and respected community.

The magazine’s editorial staff looks for “cutting edge pieces on management, perspectives on federal policy written by members and non-members” according to the NCURA website. A panel of editors review the submissions and decide what will appear. The editors work at places such as Stanford University, University of Chicago, and University of California at Berkley among other institutions.

“I have long known we have outstanding individuals in the Office of Research,” says Elizabeth Klonoff, UCF Vice President for Research and Dean of the College of Graduate Studies. “Not only does the external research administration community benefit from our own’s knowledge and expertise through this magazine, but Tamara, Josh and Ashley also help shine a positive light on UCF.”